DIGITAL’s Dental Management System

DESCRIPTION:
DDMS/COS-310 is a dental business application software package written in DIBOL to run under the COS-310 Commercial Operating System. It provides for the automation of patient information necessary for generation of standard American Dental Association (ADA) approved insurance forms, patient recalls, history functions, and the accounts receivable functions commonly used in the general dental industry. Application modules within this package perform interactive control of transaction entry, report printing, and file maintenance.

Features and Components

- **Monthly Statements** — Selective printout of statements itemizing each transaction for the current month, including all balance forward amounts owed from previous months.
- **Aged Trial Balance** — A comprehensive report that provides detailed analysis of the open item and balance forward files, reports by summary, and delinquent accounts.
- **Monthly and Year-To-Date Summary** — A comprehensive report listing all daily transactions for current month, monthly summary totals, and year-to-date summary totals.
- **Recall Report** — The patient recall report printed by month of recall and by patient within the family to be recalled; recall envelopes and postcards printed with name, address, and attention to individual name.
- **Insurance Forms** — The full insurance information printed on ADA approved forms in batch mode, individual mode, or pre-treatment estimate basis.
- **Insurance Claims Report** — A claims report printed sequentially by date including account number, account name, amount, and the name of the insurance carrier.
- **Patient Ledger** — An account history for the entire patient family that includes all service transactions, payments, and allowances for the current year.

System Capacity
Storage capacity capable of accommodating 1602 patient accounts, 8010 patients, 418 ADA procedure codes, 112 insurance carriers, and 265 input transactions per run.

Customer Training
Includes two half-day recommended training sessions presented at DIGITAL retail store facilities, by appointment.

MINIMUM HARDWARE REQUIRED:
DDS-408 with RX02 disk drives, and one LA38, LA78, or LQP78 printer.

OPTIONAL HARDWARE:
None

PREREQUISITE SOFTWARE:
COS-310, Version 8.02

OPTIONAL SOFTWARE:
None

ORDERING INFORMATION:
All binary licensed software, including any subsequent updates, is furnished under the licensing provisions of DIGITAL’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale, which provide in part that the software and any part thereof may be used on only the single CPU on which the software is first installed, and may be copied, in whole or in part (with the proper inclusion of the DIGITAL copyright notice and any DIGITAL proprietary notices on the software) only for use on such CPU.

DDMS/COS-310 is only available on RX02 Double Density Diskettes.

FR-QFA28-CX—DDMS single-use license, binaries, and documentation.

SUPPORT CATEGORY:
If during the ninety (90) day period following delivery the Customer encounters a problem with the software, and DIGITAL determines the problem to be a defect in
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the software, DIGITAL will provide remedial service in a DIGITAL Computer Store. The Customer may be required to document the problem, arrange for an appointment with the designated DIGITAL Computer Store support person, bring to the appointment the documented problem and the computer media on which they were working when the problem occurred, and produce the problem on hardware of a similar configuration located within the store. The designated support person will apply a temporary correction or make a reasonable attempt to develop an emergency bypass if the software is inoperable.

UPDATE POLICY:
Software Updates, if any, released by DIGITAL's Computer Stores during the ninety (90) days after delivery will be provided at the Store (by appointment) to the Customer at no charge.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES:
None